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I AM A TEEN SURVIVOR OF SEXUAL ASSAULT. No matter how many times I say that sentence, I stumble over the word “teen.” The word “teen” seems so innocent, so fresh, so vibrant, and I feel like I am now the opposite of all of these words. I was raped. I was forced to grow up, to forget the innocence that once armed me. It’s so hard to look at oneself after a horrific event such as sexual assault. It’s even harder when the lighthearted teen you once saw in the mirror is gone.

I WAS RAPED. Someone I trusted brutally attacked me in my sleep. Adding to the horror, he took pictures and a video of what he had done to my destroyed body. I did what few people do. I beat him up, called 911, and kept him there until the police came. It sounds impressive, but when you’re fighting for your life, it’s amazing what you can do. I WAS SO ANGRY. Everything I trusted was flipped on its head. My anger propelled me then, and it still does today. I wrote a book about my experience called For Now: Words of the Girl Who Fought Back aimed at sharing what happened to me with other teens. I travel to schools all across the nation to speak about what happened to me with high school students as well.

Why? Why do I do all this instead of just forgetting and moving on with my life? Because I know that I will never forget. NO SURVIVOR WILL EVER FORGET. The boy who tried to destroy my life now sits in jail, but what about all of the other rapists and sexual abusers out there?

I WANT THEM TO KNOW THAT WE ARE NOT DUMB TEENAGERS. I want them to know that we will not give in because society makes it difficult to live as a survivor.

I WANT YOU TO KNOW THAT YOU ARE NOT ALONE.

Educate yourselves with this fantastic toolkit. Sexual assault is a scary topic to open your mind to, but once you have a foundation of knowledge surrounding the topic, you will feel like you have armed yourself against the very thing you are afraid of.

Whether you are a survivor, or you would like to feel more knowledgeable about sexual assault and teens, this toolkit will help you feel more secure about the future.

KNOWLEDGE REALLY IS POWER.
So, to all of the teens out there, and as a teen survivor myself, I just ask one thing of you. **RETURN TO THAT MIRROR.** That mirror that used to reflect the frivolity of your teenage troubles, but may now show you some of the darkest horrors on this planet reflected in your own eyes.

**FIGHT THAT MIRROR.** No, don’t smash your fist into it. Simply **LEARN TO LOVE THE TEENAGER HIDING UNDER THE PAIN.** The teen who was hurt and had to grow up too quickly.

**ABOUT THE TOOLKIT**

**THE CCASA TEEN TOOLKIT** is designed to help Colorado victim advocates, case managers, guidance counselors, educators, medical providers and youth-serving professionals determine the most effective responses for working with survivors of sexual assault/abuse who are teenagers. In some situations, it may be appropriate to share this Toolkit with teens. This Toolkit is not a substitute for legal advice, but rather should be used to provide guidelines while informing agency policies around advocacy, counseling, and medical services for minors as it relates to sexual violence or sexual abuse.

2010 data from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s National Intimate Partner and Sexual Violence Survey demonstrates that sexual violence is one of the most pervasive and serious public health issues in this country. According to the report, nearly 1 in 5 women have been raped at some point in their lives. Nearly 1 in 2 women (44.6%) and 1 in 5 men (22.2%) have experienced sexual violence victimization other than rape in their lifetime. The report establishes the fact that most female victims of completed rape (79.6%) experienced their first rape before the age of 25 and 42.2% experienced their first completed rape before the age of 18 years. More than one-quarter of male victims of completed rape (27.8%) experienced their first rape when they were 10 years of age or younger. Because of the startling prevalence of sexual assault and abuse within this demographic, it is imperative that all youth-serving professionals are able to recognize, respond compassionately, and refer these cases to the appropriate services.

The Teen Toolkit uses the gender pronouns he and she, represented as s/he, and it is important to acknowledge that many teens identify with genders outside of the binary of male/female gender identity. Best practice is to let teens self-identify to you or for you to ask what gender pronouns they prefer. This is a simple step you can take, not just when you feel uncertain about one’s identity, but with every teen survivor.

**SECTION I OF THE TOOLKIT** gives a brief overview of the types of victimization and compounding circumstances a teen may encounter. This overview may be especially helpful for youth-serving professionals who do not work in a traditional rape crisis center.
SECTION II OF THE TOOLKIT includes basic advocacy skills and tips for working with teen survivors. While we believe that minors can best be served by working with trained sexual assault service professionals (including advocates, counselors, and/or therapists), we recognize that all youth-serving professionals may come into contact with teen survivors. Oftentimes, a teen will disclose a sexual assault or sexual abuse to an individual who is an already established, trusted adult in her or his life. That trusted adult may be a teacher, coach, neighbor, or employer who may or may not have any experience working with survivors of sexual violence. While the “Basic Advocacy with Teen Survivors” section of the Toolkit was designed for advocates (as defined in C.R.S. §13-90-107), a working knowledge of this section may be helpful for all youth-serving professionals.

SECTION III OF THE TOOLKIT, the Colorado statutory guide, can provide assistance regarding mandatory reporting obligations and legal considerations for providing services to minors. Throughout the Toolkit, reference is made to the Colorado Revised Statutes or other sources of laws and rules. The Colorado Revised Statutes may be found at: http://www.michie.com/colorado/. Citations such as C.R.S. § 13-22-101 refer to Title 13, Article 22, Section 101 of the Colorado Revised Statutes.

Where ages are mentioned, “under the age of” means that the person has not reached the specified age and is at least one day younger. For example, under the age of 15 means age 14 and 364 days or younger. If a person must be a certain age “or older” or “at least” a certain age, the person must have reached that birthday or is older. For example, 15 or older (or at least 15) refers to a person who has had her or his 15th birthday.

It is important to note that the contents of the Toolkit are specific to Colorado law and cannot be generalized to other states except where reference is made to federal law, which applies equally throughout the United States. For purposes of the contents of the Toolkit, federal law applies to U-Visas, Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX), 20 U.S.C. § 1681 et seq., and its implementing regulations, 34 C.F.R. Part 106, and Title X Funding.

SECTION IV OF THE TOOLKIT provides resources for working with teens. It includes discussion questions and samples of education, prevention, and intervention services currently available for teens in Colorado. This section is not inclusive of all of the efforts throughout the state. However, it provides a snapshot of some victim services currently available for teens. Additionally, this section provides helpful resources for both survivors and service providers.

The Toolkit is a work in progress that will be updated and modified as laws change and new information is needed. Suggestions and comments regarding the content, accuracy or format of the Toolkit may be directed to CCASA’s Program Manager at advocacy@ccasa.org.
THE ADOLESCENT YEARS AND SEXUAL ASSAULT

Generally, adolescence refers to the period of time from the onset of puberty until a young person moves into adulthood. During the period—overall, from about age 12 to 19—there is a wide range of developmental stages in cognitive, emotional, and behavioral characteristics. It is important to note that in Colorado, age 10 is the age in which a minor may be charged with a sexual offense (C.R.S. § 19-2-104).

Throughout adolescence, teens in the American culture are typically engaged in a process of forming their own identities independent of their families, influenced to a large degree by their friends and by popular media. They are also influenced by internal hormonal activity causing physical and emotional transformation. Teens are often torn between maintaining allegiance to their families and experimenting with new and sometimes disapproved behaviors. They may alternate between hating their families and desperately wanting familial attention, approval, and affection. Many teens display an air of confidence, while simultaneously feeling extremely insecure, worrying about what others think of them, and wondering about the meaning of life. It is during this already confusing and emotionally difficult time of life that many young people confront sexual assault or sexual abuse. Types of victimization may include: stranger or acquaintance rape, intimate partner sexual violence, commercial sexual exploitation of a minor, incest, childhood sexual abuse, sexual harassment, and other forms of sexual assault, such as molestation and attempted rape. Oftentimes, these crimes occur simultaneously or in conjunction with other types of violence or victimization. Sexual abuse does not have to include physical contact. For example, non-consenting “sexting,” exposing a minor to adult sexual activity, or pornographic material is sexual abuse.

It is not uncommon for popular culture and media outlets reporting on this crime to primarily portray sexual assault as a “female issue.” However, boys as well as girls can be victimized. A 2005 study conducted by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control, on San Diego Kaiser Permanente HMO members, reported that 16% of males were sexually abused by the age of 18. While adolescents in general are highly reluctant to disclose or seek help, young men have been found to be much less likely than females to report having been sexually assaulted or raped (Holmes, 1997).

UNDERSTANDING SEXUAL ASSAULT AND SEXUAL ABUSE

To provide assistance to teen survivors, advocates and youth-serving professionals should have a continually expanding working knowledge about sexual assault and abuse. It is also important to know and understand common misinformation about these crimes.
It is important to understand:

- Victims of sexual assault and/or rape are often not physically harmed or threatened with a weapon.
- Sexual assault can occur if the victim has been dating the perpetrator and has been sexually intimate with that person in the past.
- Sexual assault and rape does not happen “accidentally” and they are not a result of a misunderstanding. These crimes are often planned and premeditated.
- Rapists often seem normal to others.
- Individuals may experience a sexual response to the assault or abuse. This physiological response does not mean that the victim wanted or enjoyed the abuse. In fact, this physiological response may be a cause of guilt and shame for many survivors.
- There is no such thing as a “teen prostitute” or “child prostitute” because minors cannot consent to these crimes.
- Victims may have complex feelings and emotions toward the perpetrator. It is not uncommon for victims of sexual assault and/or incest to love and/or care about the perpetrator deeply.
- Victims may wait days, months, or years to disclose sexual abuse or sexual assault. Some victims may choose to never speak out about the abuse.
- Incest can be perpetrated by a brother or sister, parent, uncle, aunt, nephew, niece, or grandparent.
- Incest may include any sexual contact and is not just rape.
- Children and teens are not targeted because they are attractive, dress sexually appealing, or engage in a “flirtatious” way.

Among the misconceptions particularly pertinent to teens—and often believed by them—are:

- Anyone can resist being sexually assaulted if she or he really wants to stop the abuse.
- If a person starts making out with someone and they both get sexually excited, and then she or he wants to stop and says so, it’s not really rape if the other person forces sexual activity.
- Girls often mean “yes” even though they say “no.”
- A guy cannot be blamed for forcing sex on a girl who is dressed sexy, flirts with him, and/or lets him pay when they are out together.
- People who were drunk or high when they were raped are at fault.
- If a guy or young man is sexually assaulted by another male, then the victim (and the perpetrator) must be gay.
- Only homosexual men sexually abuse boys.
- A male cannot be raped by a female.
- If the sexual encounter is initiated by the teen to an adult, it is not sexual abuse.
- It is not predatory if the offender was drunk because the alcohol is to blame.
- When a female teacher initiates sexual activity with a male student, it doesn’t constitute sexual abuse.
- If a teen looks or acts mature, s/he can be in a consenting sexual relationship with a much older adult.
These misconceptions can be extremely influential on teens who are unsure of themselves and dependent on the opinions and ideas of others. The misinformation is sometimes reinforced by specific cultural and religious beliefs that are intended to promote appropriate behavior and good character, yet may have the negative side effect of isolating adolescents who have been victimized.

**TEENS’ LIVES**

In addition to myths, teens are also highly influenced by other circumstances of their lives—namely, friends and peers. Adolescence often is a time of sexual experimentation and exploration. However, there is not always social consensus on what healthy and respectful relationships and sexual activity look like for all genders and ages. Teens may receive very conflicting messages about sexuality and sexual violence from television, social media, religious institutions, school, parents, and peers.
While teens receive many societal messages about gender and sexual norms, sex should be relatively new to teens. Because of this, teens may be vulnerable to confusion around consent, lack of consent, force and sexual assault. For example, a teen may label a violent assault as merely an “unpleasant” sexual experience and therefore ignore her or his “internal compass” indicating it was a sexual assault. Adolescents who have been victimized as a child may be even more vulnerable to confusion about when sex is consensual and when it is forced. Confusion may be compounded for teens who are exploring or struggling with their sexual orientation or gender identity.

**TEEN SURVIVORS**

Teens who have survived a recent sexual assault or were sexually abused often have additional needs and considerations unique to them. They may have a difficult time identifying the victimization and are oftentimes reluctant to seek formal services. This reluctance may be compounded if the survivor has had previous negative interactions with the criminal justice and/or social services system.
Common responses may include:

• Unwillingness to report to law enforcement
• Afraid to get someone else in trouble
• Concern about threats of harm for reporting
• Fear that s/he will not be believed
• Lack of trust of authority figures
• Not labeling the incident[s] as sexual assault or as a crime
• Self-blame
• Fear of losing control of the outcome following a sexual assault/abuse disclosure

The rape crisis advocate or youth-serving professional needs to be knowledgeable about the particular concerns, life circumstances, and realities of each individual client. Additionally, it is imperative to strive to gain understanding of the cultural considerations relevant for that particular youth. This knowledge can assist in encouraging the adolescent survivor who does reach out for assistance to stay engaged and benefit from rape crisis center and other supportive services.

**COMPOUNDING CIRCUMSTANCES**

Many teens struggle with other issues as well, such as living in poverty or high-violence homes or neighborhoods, or being discriminated against due to race, age, ethnic background, immigration status, gender identity, or sexual orientation. Teens who routinely encounter discrimination and disrespect in their lives may not even consider reporting a sexual assault or seeking help because they feel they will not be believed, be blamed for what happened, or will have no control over what happens following the report. This can be said about teens across all socioeconomic and racial lines. They may also be reluctant to seek help if they think seeking help will bring their families to the attention of authorities. For example, children of undocumented immigrants may fear their families will be reported to immigration authorities; or a teen may worry that disclosure will result in the state’s involvement with the family and perhaps her or his removal from the home.

If a teenager comes from a family where there are strict cultural or religious rules, s/he may be reluctant to disclose rape or childhood sexual abuse due to worries that she will be blamed or that her “lost virginity” will be seen as shameful. Similarly, a boy may be reluctant to report an assault, particularly one perpetrated by another male, for fear of being labeled as “gay” or “weak” by family members or friends. Sexual abuse may also be a component of teen dating violence. In these circumstances, teens may fear for their physical, social, and/or emotional safety and be deterred from seeking help due to their feelings for the perpetrator, as well as the potential repercussions in seeking help or assistance.

Teens may also be exposed to family violence or multi-abuse trauma. This means an individual is impacted by multiple co-occurring issues which negatively affect safety, health or well-being (Slater, 1994).
Another major factor in teens’ lives in general and their sexual lives in particular, is the use and abuse of drugs and alcohol. Because these substances can lower inhibitions, potential rapists are more likely to create access by using these substances to assist in committing rape and sexual violence. One early, foundational study estimated that 75% of men and 55% of women involved in an acquaintance rape had been drinking or taking drugs just before the attack (Koss, 1985).

Teens are also at risk of turning to alcohol or drugs as a way of coping with having been sexually assaulted. Teenage survivors may struggle with issues of self-esteem and self-worth, questioning if they somehow deserved the abuse or are now contaminated or devalued by it. These feelings of worthlessness can contribute to self-harming behaviors. Studies generally indicate that sexual abuse is a risk factor for becoming sexually active earlier than other teens and for not using contraceptives or protection. Adolescents struggling with sexual assault issues also are at risk of: self-injury, such as cutting or burning; suicidal thinking, gestures, and attempts; and developing eating disorders, such as anorexia, bulimia, or overeating. Other concerns may be increased social...
and family isolation, general acting out, and lower school performance. Regardless of the type of victimization, it is highly likely that an adolescent will know his or her perpetrator and may consider him or her to be a friend or loved one.

**SEXUAL ASSAULT AND TEENAGE PREGNANCY**

Research on sexual assault and teens has demonstrated a correlation between child sexual abuse and teen pregnancy. Girls with a history of sexual abuse have been found more likely than girls who had not been abused to have had intercourse and to have been pregnant. Girls who had been abused were also more likely to report having had intercourse at an earlier age, not having used birth control during their most recent sexual encounter, and having had more than one sexual partner (Stock, et al, 1997). Research from the Center for Assessment and Policy Development and the National Organization on Adolescent Pregnancy, Parenting, and Prevention states that as many as two-thirds of adolescents who become pregnant were sexually or physically abused some time in their lives (Leiderman, 2001).

**Reproductive Coercion**

Young women between the ages of 16 to 24 are at the greatest risk for sexual coercion and violence (Rand, 2009). Research also demonstrates that approximately 1 in 3 teens report abuse in a romantic relationship, including emotional and verbal abuse (Davis, 2008). Dr. Elizabeth Miller is a researcher and pediatrician who studies the intersection of relationship violence, sexual coercion, and reproductive health. She recently published her findings on a patient survey administered to nearly 1300 females (ages 16–29 years old) seeking care in five family planning clinics in Northern California. The study found that 53% of respondents reported physical or sexual partner violence, 19% reported experiencing pregnancy coercion and 15% reported birth control sabotage. One-third of respondents reporting partner violence (35%) also reported reproductive control (Miller, 2012).

Given the connection between sexual abuse, violence, and teen pregnancy, it is important to assist teen survivors who are dealing with sexual assault or pregnancy issues with the resources they will need to make informed decisions. The statutory guide in Section III of this manual can assist in providing information on obligations to report and age of
consent laws. Additionally, your interaction with a teen may need to include one or more of the following:

- Referral to and/or notification of the relevant child social services agencies;
- Referral to organizations that provide resources and education about birth control and pregnancy options to teens; and,
- Supportive resources and referrals for teens in your area who are pregnant or parenting.

**COMMERCIAL SEXUAL EXPLOITATION OF MINORS**

In your work you may encounter a teen who has been commercially sexual exploited or is a victim of sex trafficking. In the United States, estimates suggest that as many as 300,000 children may become victims of commercial sexual exploitation each year (Estes and Weiner, 2001). The average age a child is entered into prostitution is age 13 or 14 (Barnitz, 2001; Friedman, 2005). Victims of commercial sexual exploitation may have extensive needs and often require an enormous amount of support. Attempting to even seek assistance can be extremely high-risk and can pose considerable safety issues for the victim. There are Colorado resources and referrals unique to this population. For more information, please visit:

- [www.praxus.org](http://www.praxus.org)
- [www.combathumantrafficking.org](http://www.combathumantrafficking.org)
- [www.polarisproject.org](http://www.polarisproject.org)

**WHILE ANYONE CAN BECOME A VICTIM OF TRAFFICKING, CERTAIN POPULATIONS ARE ESPECIALLY VULNERABLE. THESE MAY INCLUDE: UNDOCUMENTED MIGRANTS; RUNAWAY AND HOMELESS YOUTH; AND OPPRESSED, MARGINALIZED, AND/OR IMPOVERISHED GROUPS AND INDIVIDUALS. TRAFFICKERS SPECIFICALLY TARGET INDIVIDUALS IN THESE POPULATIONS BECAUSE THEY ARE VULNERABLE TO RECRUITMENT TACTICS AND METHODS OF CONTROL.** [www.polarisproject.org](http://www.polarisproject.org)
HOW TEENS COME IN FOR SERVICES

Teens often approach rape crisis center services cautiously. Following a mandatory report to law enforcement or the Department of Social Services (DSS), a teen may be “forced” to obtain services or work with a counselor or an advocate. This dynamic can greatly affect the services and assistance provided. Teens may also call and ask questions about confidentiality, or for definitions of rape, sexual assault, or incest. They may say they are talking about a friend. A male caller may want to know “if a guy can be raped.” Perhaps the caller will want to know if it is possible to go to a hospital or clinic for medical treatment without having to notify parents or guardians.

Sometimes a teen will be worried about a friend who was (or is currently) being abused or raped and who now is depressed, not coping well, or suicidal. Parents may call because their teenager has disclosed a rape or abuse and is now refusing any help. Teachers, community youth workers, advisors, school nurses, or doctors may contact a rape crisis center for advice regarding a teen who has disclosed an assault or abuse. The adolescent’s disclosure may be direct or indirect, such as by asking about tests for pregnancy or sexually transmitted infections and then admitting the concern is due to a recent assault.

BASIC ADVOCACY WITH TEEN SURVIVORS

The following section includes basic tips for working with teen survivors. Because each individual will have different needs and considerations, this section largely encompasses basic advocacy considerations for service providers and youth-serving professionals to take into account. For many well-intentioned and experienced service providers, the thought of how to best respond to an initial disclosure from a teen can invoke trepidation and anxiety. Remember that your response matters! Jan Hindman (1989) found that the number one factor correlating with primary severe trauma after a disclosure was receiving a disastrous response (e.g., disbelief, failure of support, lack of protection for the victim, protection of the offender). Additionally, research demonstrates that victims and survivors who experience a supportive and compassionate response, regardless of the criminal justice outcome, have lower rates of post-traumatic stress (Campbell, et al., 1999). As the person hearing the outcry, your job is not to investigate or determine the accuracy of the disclosure. However, it is your job to respond compassionately and refer appropriately.

Here are some very simple ideas for what to say following an immediate disclosure:

• “Thank you so much for talking to me about this. I’m really glad you came to me.”
• “I am so sorry that happened. You didn’t deserve it.”
• “What would help you to feel safe right now?”
• “I believe you and think you are really strong.”
• “You aren’t alone. What you are telling me has happened to so many people your age.”
• “Because I know this information, I am obligated by the law to help make sure you are safe. I’m not sure exactly what will happen now, but I promise that I will be open and honest with you and explain what may happen, while supporting you as best as I can throughout this process.”

The information below includes additional tips for working with teens who may have experienced sexual violence.

**Enter into the advocate-teen relationship as an ally.** Most adults who teens encounter are in direct positions of authority who may feel obligated to impose a “lesson” on the teen. An advocate is fortunate to be able to explore the teen’s life with her/him. Be informed by the teen’s own experience and provide options and support as the teen defines. This attitude and approach can be highly empowering for a young person who may feel marginalized as an adolescent and may also feel shame around victimization. Seize the opportunity to learn from the teen! It is unfortunately rare for teens to seek out support services from adults. Teens are often more likely to turn to peers for assistance. When teens approach adults for assistance, it is an honor and privilege to have the opportunity to establish trust, rapport, and an advocacy relationship. Remember, trust must be earned. It does not happen automatically and it should not automatically be granted because of good intentions or position of authority.

**Explore adolescents’ support systems.** Your interactions can help a teen think about other people who might be a resource during this difficult time. For example:

- Do they want a parent, guardian or another trusted adult to be involved? Are they unsure how to disclose or ask for help? Is a parent likely to be blaming and judgmental or supportive?
- Is there another safe adult in their lives more likely to be supportive and understanding?
- Is there a friend who can be helpful?
- Is their cultural or friendship network likely to be blaming and labeling?
- Does it make sense to stay somewhere else for a while, and, if so, where?

Teens often do well in peer support groups, because they are able to share their experiences and come to see that they are not alone. Section IV of this Toolkit will give some examples of Colorado teen support groups. **Learn what resources are available in your community!** In exploring an adolescent’s support system, be aware of the possibility that the individual’s family or community may have strong cultural or religious beliefs affecting the teen’s willingness or safety in disclosing sexual assault and abuse. Talk with the survivor about these beliefs, and ask how she or he thinks a disclosure will be received. Ask if the adolescent is struggling with self-blame or shame because of beliefs or values s/he has adopted.

It is often helpful for teenagers to know they are not alone in the dilemma. It might be appropriate to say something like, “I’ve talked with a lot of people your age who have the same concerns you
do, and at the same time I’m also worried about your safety. Let’s talk about this some more.” If the client identifies as male, let him know that he is not “the only one,” and that he probably knows other young men who have also been abused but whom, like him, are very reluctant to tell anyone.

**If appropriate, keep it light.** Teens may convey an air of confidence and act as if they know everything, but the advocate cannot assume this is how they truly feel. Couch your information in statements like, “You probably know this, but . . . ,” and try to avoid sounding too parental or “teacher-like” in giving information. Humor may be helpful in confronting certain statements or attitudes without sounding scolding or authoritarian. Be careful that your humor is used in a respectful way that leads the teen to develop trust with you. Using the term “we” may be helpful to the adolescent who is trying to sound strong but is in fact quite scared; it can convey a sense that you are an ally.

**Understand that advocacy services for teen survivors may need to incorporate physical and emotional safety planning.** Many teens also have close social networks. The perpetrator may be someone the victim sees daily in school or in the neighborhood. The perpetrator may also have continual access to the victim by utilizing social networking sites (facebook, twitter, myspace, instagram, etc).

**Recognizing—and respecting—the teen’s ambivalence, cautiousness, and fears about seeking services will help establish rapport.** Adolescents may find it difficult to talk, so let your pace match theirs. A great starting place for establishing rapport is to learn more about the teen. If the survivor is somewhat brusque and businesslike, avoid being overly sympathetic in your approach, because she or he may not be able to tolerate it. An advocacy style that uses appropriate humor and appropriate self-disclosure can be helpful. An example of self-disclosure might be: “When I was in high school, I had a friend who had been raped. She was really worried about getting pregnant and that her parents would find out. Does that match your experience?” Please note that self-disclosure would not be appropriate if it shifts the focus to the advocate. It is also important to avoid being the “expert” on the teen’s problems.

**If providing on-going advocacy and working with a teen survivor in person, offer alternatives to a “stale” office environment.** For example, advocates can provide opportunities for the teen to draw or doodle, make jewelry, play a game, eat snacks, or otherwise keep his or her hands busy while talking. There is no need to insist on eye contact. For many people (not just teens), it is easier to self-disclose and process abuse when their hands are busy drawing, making something, or working with clay. Games, puzzles or letting participants in a peer support group braid hair, for example, may actually allow for increased communication. It can even be helpful to have background music playing in an office and to ask what type of music s/he would prefer to hear.
Other tips for creating a positive environment for teens:
✓ Have comfortable, casual seating and be aware of accessibility issues.
✓ Keep paperwork to a minimum and prioritize what paperwork must be completed and when it must be completed.
✓ Make resources available to teens. Have relevant books and magazines available to lend to teens. Recognize, though, that today’s teens are “digital natives,” meaning that although access may vary, teens have grown up with the internet. Collaboratively looking at websites and/or phone applications pertinent to healthy relationships and sexual health may be helpful in establishing a positive relationship.

Know that some teens may pace their own decision-making process by calling a hotline or office several times anonymously. Additionally, some teens may disclose sexual abuse intermittently or in gradual “steps.” This technique can often create a feeling of safety for the survivor because s/he has had an ability to gauge the potential reaction. For this reason, it is crucial to establish rapport right away, allowing adolescent callers to feel invited to call again when they are ready. This may be difficult for the advocate who is worried about the caller’s safety, particularly if it involves sexual abuse in the home. However, many adolescents are savvy enough to understand the mandated reporting laws and will be careful to protect their identity until they are ready for whatever intervention may take place once they disclose. In those circumstances, a caller may slowly and carefully accept help, over the course of several phone calls.

SPECIAL CONFIDENTIALITY CONCERNS
It is very important to give information to adolescents. Be up-front and honest about your role and limits to confidentiality. A survivor may legitimately fear repercussions if s/he discloses drug use, under-age drinking, undocumented immigration status, or illegal behavior such as involvement with gangs, theft, or the commercial sex industry. If it is appropriate and within the perimeters of confidentiality, explain that your purpose is to provide assistance to the survivor and that you are not interested in “getting her/him in trouble,” but you want to make sure that s/he is safe.

Sometimes a teen survivor may call a rape crisis center or broach a conversation with a trusted adult by asking if the call or conversation is confidential. This is a good time to describe the exceptions to confidentiality. Some advocates worry that this will deter the adolescent from
disclosing abuse or getting help. However, teens appreciate honesty and straightforwardness about the boundaries. If the teen appears to be hesitating about what to tell, it can be helpful to say something like, “You know, I think you brought this up because you may be worried about what is going on, and I would like to be able to help you. You don’t have to deal with this by yourself.” Make sure there is a clear understanding of the mandatory reporting process and a willingness to explain the procedure to an adolescent. It is recommended to inform all clients of mandatory reporting obligations early in the conversation so that they can decide what they want to share.

Teenagers are frequently concerned about whether they can receive services without their parents or guardians finding out about the assault or the abuse. These types of services can include medical treatment such as: rape examinations, testing for infections—including HIV—and pregnancy, abortion, counseling, and mental health services. Policies may vary somewhat in different agencies and organizations, but Section III of this toolkit should provide assistance in navigating rules and requirements around mandatory versus voluntary services.

Some hospitals and medical providers consider adolescents to be “emancipated” if they have a concern about sexually transmitted infections or pregnancy, and therefore are willing to do a sexual assault forensic medical exam and provide other treatment without parental consent. Although a few providers offer these services at no charge, many do not—which means the family’s health insurance company or the parents themselves will be billed for such services (unless the teen has his or her own insurance coverage). You should research the billing procedures and regulations of the service providers in your area, so that you can give accurate information to the adolescent client and better advocate for the teen at the hospital or doctor’s office.

**CREATING AGENCY POLICIES TO REFLECT AGENCY VALUES**

Laws regarding access to services and confidentiality of information are important considerations in serving adolescent victims of sexual violence. However, the law does not always provide a clear answer or absolute guidance. Agencies can protect themselves and those they serve by developing clear policies and ensuring that clients understand those policies prior to obtaining services.

Where the law states a minimum age of consent for services or requires that information be kept confidential, agencies must comply. However, in areas where the law is unclear or an agency wishes to implement a stricter policy within the confines of the law, written agency policies are critical.
A perfect example of this type of situation is the law regarding age of consent for sexual assault advocacy services, which is not clearly outlined in current Colorado statute. As detailed on page 26, there is no definition of, or reference to, such services in the law. However, there is law regarding age of consent and release of records for outpatient mental health services. Are sexual assault advocacy services mental health services? They certainly can be, but they are not always. This is an area where an agency policy is crucial. The distinction between counseling and advocacy should be clear and the agency’s policy regarding consent for those services should be in writing. See the Sexual Assault Related Services section of the Toolkit on page 26 for more information on this topic.

CCASA is available to provide technical assistance and referrals to answer questions regarding serving adolescents and developing agency policies in this area. Please contact us for assistance.

**NOTE REGARDING ADULTS-AT-RISK:**
While some consent and reporting requirements may be similar for minors and for adults-at-risk, this Toolkit strictly addresses laws related to minors and does not address those for adults-at-risk. For information on serving adults-at-risk, contact Adult Protective Services or The Colorado Legal Center for People with Disabilities and Older People [www.thelegalcenter.org].

### RELEVANT COLORADO STATUTES

**Who is a minor? The “Age” Question**

- The age of majority in Colorado is 18. This means that at age 18, minors cease to be legally considered children and are recognized as adults. C.R.S. § 13–22–101.
- There are many state laws where the relevant age is 15, but in some cases it is 18 or even 19. For some purposes, including the legal drinking age, it may even be 21. It is important to know what age applies in each situation. If no age is specified, one may generally assume that the applicable age for being legally considered an adult is 18.

**Emancipated Minors and Other Categories**

- Colorado law regarding the age of majority makes no exceptions for emancipated minors, married or divorced minors, or minors in the military. However, married minors and minors in the military are generally considered emancipated through the concept of “implied emancipation.”
- Each area of law has its own definitions and makes some exceptions for these categories of minors. It is important to know which criteria apply in each situation.
- Colorado Revised Statute § 19–1–103(45) contains a definition of emancipated juvenile.
“Minor Living Apart” is the term used in most of the consent statutes to describe an emancipated minor. A “minor living apart” must meet all three of the following requirements:

» Must be 15 or over.
» Must be living apart from parents or guardians.
» Must be managing her/his own finances, regardless of the source of the income.

C.R.S. § 13-22-103

LEGAL ISSUES: MINORS AND CONSENT C.R.S. § 18-3-405

Because adolescents are still minors, there are some legal considerations of which rape crisis advocates and youth serving professionals need to be aware. Statutes regarding sexual assault on a child are outlined in Colorado Revised Statute 18-3-405. The term statutory rape is often used to describe sexual activities where one participant is below the age required to legally consent to the behavior. In Colorado, individuals cannot legally consent to sexual activity if they are less than 15 years of age and their sexual partner (not their spouse) is at least four years older. This means that depending on the age of the individuals involved, charges of sexual assault on a child or sexual assault can be brought against an individual who has sex with even a “willing” partner who is younger than 15 years old. Sexual assault charges also apply if a victim is at least 15 years of age, but less than 17 years of age and the perpetrator is at least 10 years older than the victim (but not the spouse). For example, a 16-year-old cannot legally consent to be in a relationship with a 27-year-old yet could consent to a relationship with a partner who is in his/her early-mid twenties.

Adolescents are considered minors until they turn 18. Therefore, Colorado’s mandated reporting law (C.R.S. § 19-3-304) applies to any adolescent under age 18. This means that whenever there is a concern that an adolescent is being abused or neglected, someone with a mandatory reporting requirement (including victim advocates) must initiate a report to the Department of Social Services (DSS) or law enforcement. Advocates should seek supervision under such circumstances and be familiar with their organization’s protocols designed to comply with the law. It is important to understand that individual people are mandatory reporters, not agencies. If you are a mandated reporter, simply telling your Supervisor does not fulfill your obligation under the law.

Under some circumstances, a parent of a minor may go to the police and seek criminal actions against an older boyfriend or girlfriend. This situation can occur even if the teen recognizes her/himself as a willing participant and therefore does not identify as a victim of rape. S/he may resent the parents for pursuing legal charges and/or breaking up the relationship. Rape crisis advocates and youth serving professionals may receive calls or comments from angry or concerned parents who want to know what options they have to intervene when they think the boyfriend or girlfriend is too old for their teenager. When talking with such parents, do not try to resolve the matter, but do provide relevant information regarding age of consent and allow the parent to vent and think about the situation. Even if the relationship is within the boundaries of the law, parents may still benefit from a discussion on safety planning and healthy relationships so that s/he can effectively communicate his or her concerns.
CONSENSUAL SEX QUICK TIPS

Colorado law can be confusing regarding the “age of consent” for sex. There is no simple answer, as the age of consent depends upon the age of each person involved. Please see the chart on page 22 as a reference. Here are additional quick reference tips in making these determinations:

- If one person is under the age of 15, there can be no consensual sex with someone more than four years older. If there is a 4-year or more age difference, it is a crime. Even “consensual sex” in these circumstances is a crime and must be reported as child abuse. However, hypothetically, a 14-year-old could consent to a sexual relationship with a 15-year-old.

- If one person is 15 or older but less than 17 years old, there can be no consensual sex with someone more than 10 years older. If there is a 10-year or more age difference, it is a crime. Even “consensual sex” in these circumstances is a crime and must be reported as child abuse. However, hypothetically, a 16-year-old could consent to a sexual relationship with a 20-year-old.

- Nonconsensual sex is always a crime, no matter the ages of the participants. If there is not consent, age does not matter! This applies even if the perpetrator is younger than the victim.

- If both individuals are 17 or older or if the age difference is less than those listed above, there is no crime unless the sex is not consensual.

- If one party is under the age of 18 and the other is in a “position of trust” with regard to the minor, the sexual act cannot be legally consensual. See page 23 for more information.
## CONSENSUAL SEX — CRIME PENALTY

### Age of Party

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>4F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>1M</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>1M</td>
<td>1M</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CODE:** NC=No Crime; 4F=Class 4 Felony; 1M=Class 1 Misdemeanor

*Reprinted from the Colorado Legislative Council Staff Issue Brief, Number 02-10, December 18, 2002*
Position of Trust C.R.S. § 18-3-401; C.R.S. § 18-3-405.3

• In some relationships, an imbalance of power prevents sex from ever being consensual. This is true even if it would otherwise be consensual based on the individuals’ ages. One exception to the “statutory rape” ages previously outlined is when the person with whom the minor is having sex is in a “position of trust” with regard to the minor.

• One in a “position of trust” includes, but is not limited to, any person who is a parent or acting in the place of a parent and charged with any of a parent’s rights, duties, or responsibilities concerning a child, including a guardian or someone otherwise responsible for the general supervision of a child’s welfare, or a person who is charged with any duty or responsibility for the health, education, welfare, or supervision of a child, including foster care, child care, family care, or institutional care, either independently or through another, no matter how brief, at the time of an unlawful act.

• This applies if one party is under the age of 18 and the other is in a Position of Trust with regard to the minor. A person in a Position of Trust might be a Teacher, Coach, Baby-sitter, Bus Driver, Scout Leader, Clergy Person, Doctor, Therapist, Counselor, or any other person responsible for the child at the time of the incident.

• Sexual assault on a child by one in a position of trust is a class 3 felony if the victim is less than 15 years of age and may be a class 4 felony if the victim is 15 years of age or older but less than 18 years of age.

Mandatory Reporting of Child Abuse/Neglect C.R.S. § 19-3-304

• C.R.S. § 19-3-304 requires that a variety of professionals, including victim advocates, report known or suspected child abuse or neglect committed against a person under the age of 18.

• To find out whether or not you are a mandatory reporter, please review the full listing at C.R.S. § 19-3-304. In order to be in compliance with a mandatory reporting obligation, the report must be made to either law enforcement or social services.

• There are no limitations in this provision regarding who has inflicted the abuse or neglect or under what circumstances. Therefore, in some situations, this statutory mandate might create concerns for minors seeking the services of a victim advocate or mental health professional.

• The Colorado statute does not reference emancipated minors, minors living alone, married minors, or minors in the military, which leads to the assumption that these are not exceptions to reporting. However, these factors may contribute to whether or not there is a child welfare or law enforcement investigation.
Mandatory Reporting of Child Abuse: A Flowchart

Are you a “mandatory reporter?”
Review your statute to determine who must report child abuse in your jurisdiction.
Pay attention to the particular requirements. Be sure to inform the victim at the outset - before the victim makes any disclosures - if you are a mandatory reporter.

Yes

↓

Is the victim someone whose abuse must be reported?
Is the victim a minor about whom abuse must be reported?
For example, a minor may not be subject to the mandatory child abuse laws if the minor is emancipated, in the military, or a parent.

Yes

↓

Has the victim experienced “child abuse” as your statute defines it?

Yes

↓

Are you exempt from reporting in this case?
For example is the disclosure protected by a victim-advocate, therapist, attorney-client or other privilege that prohibits disclosure without victim consent.

No

↓

Report Must Be Made
Make the report to the appropriate agency.
If there is a choice between agencies, discuss the options with the victim.
Ensure you are reporting only what is required, and that you are complying with your state or other funders’ confidentiality requirements.
You may report only the information required by the mandatory reporting statute unless the victim gives informed consent, in writing, for you to release additional information.
Remember to safety plan and offer the victim ongoing support!
**Flow Chart for OVW-funded Advocates**

1. If the abuse is occurring in the jurisdiction...  
   - No → **You may not report the abuse or otherwise breach a victim’s confidentiality without the victim’s written and informed consent.**
   - Yes → **You may report the abuse.**

2. Is the abuse one that you must report?  
   - Yes  
     - Yes → **This chart does not constitute legal advice. If you need guidance on a specific mandatory reporting matter consult with a legal or other expert.**
     - No → **Contact the national VAWA filing center.**
   - No → **You may not report the abuse or otherwise breach a victim’s confidentiality without the victim’s written and informed consent.**

3. Is the abuse one that you do not file with VAWA?  
   - Yes  
     - Yes → **You may report the abuse.**
     - No → **Contact the national VAWA filing center.**
   - No → **You may not report the abuse or otherwise breach a victim’s confidentiality without the victim’s written and informed consent.**

This chart does not constitute legal advice. If you need guidance on a specific mandatory reporting matter consult with a legal or other expert.

Reprinted with permission from the Victim Rights Law Center. For more information, contact the VRLC at 503-274-5477 or email us at TA@victimrights.org.

This tool was created by Jessica Mindlin, Esq., for the Victim Rights Law Center. My thanks to Bonnie Brandl for her input. Preparation of this material was supported in part by grant 2010-X3768-MA-TA awarded by OVW, US DOJ. The opinions, findings, and conclusions expressed are the author’s and do not represent the official position or policies of the US DOJ.

Do not reproduce or modify this chart without permission.
ACCESS TO VICTIM SERVICES AND RIGHTS OF VICTIMS

Sexual Assault Related Services
Medical/Forensic Exam C.R.S. § 13-22-106
- Minors may consent to sexual assault services including examination, treatment, and forensic medical exams to collect evidence.
- Forensic medical exams done for child abuse cases are not covered under C.R.S. §18-3-407.5 and should be paid for by the law enforcement jurisdiction responding to the victim.
- Prior to examining or treating a minor, however, a physician is required to make a “reasonable effort” to notify the minor’s parents/guardian/legal representative.
- The minor’s parent/guardian/legal representative has the right to object to treatment.
- Reporting to child protective services or law enforcement is required under the Mandatory Reporting statute, C.R.S. § 19-3-304.
- See the Confidentiality section on page 35 regarding release of the forensic evidence to law enforcement.

General Medical Care, including Emergency Care C.R.S. § 13-22-103(1)
- Minors may consent to medical care for their own children. C.R.S. § 13-22-103(3).
- For the purposes of obtaining general medical care (not specific to a sexual assault), a person must be over the age of 18 to consent to medical treatment unless:
  » Implied Parental Consent for Emergencies, Center for Adolescent Health – State Minor Consent Laws: A Summary, 3rd Ed., Colorado
    ◦ The legal concept of “implied consent” presumes that the parents will consent to emergency treatment.
    ◦ If emergency personnel are unable to reach a parent/guardian or must act immediately, they may provide emergency services based on the idea of “implied consent.”
  » A Minor Living Apart may consent for her/his own medical, dental, emergency, hospital and surgical care.
  » A Married Minor may consent for her/his own medical, dental, emergency, hospital and surgical care.

Advocacy/Case Management Services
Advocacy services are not specifically addressed or defined in Colorado law. As these services may be closely related to Outpatient Mental Health Services, the same age of consent (age 15) could be applied to sexual assault advocacy services. However, this understanding will depend on who is providing the services and the content of the services themselves. Agencies must be clear about which services are mental health services and which are not.

Where those services are not mental health services and not provided by a mental health professional, agencies are free to develop their own policies. Having a written policy stating the age of consent for agency services may protect the agency in the event that a parent is concerned about his/her child accessing services. Consult your agency’s attorney, other programs, or CCASA for assistance in developing a policy.
Consent for Mental Health Treatment

• Anyone age 15 and over may consent for outpatient mental health services. C.R.S. § 27-65-103.
• Be aware, however, that this does not prevent the disclosure of treatment records without the minor’s consent. See the Confidentiality section on page 34 for more information.
• Electroconvulsive treatment may not be performed on anyone under the age of 16. Parental consent is required for those minors between the ages of 16 and 18. C.R.S. §13-20-403.

Pregnancy/Prenatal Care C.R.S. § 13-22-103.5

• A pregnant minor may consent to her own prenatal, delivery and post-delivery medical care related to the live birth of a child.

Testing and Prophylaxis/Treatment for Sexual Transmitted Infections C.R.S. § 25-4-402

• A minor may consent for diagnosis and treatment of sexually transmitted infections, including HIV Testing, Prophylaxis, and Treatment. C.R.S. § 25-4-1405(6).
• For a minor under the age of 16, the parents “may” be informed. C.R.S. § 25-4-1405(6).

Birth Control/Family Planning Services/Emergency Contraception

• Minors may consent for birth control/family planning/emergency contraception under most circumstances. C.R.S. § 13-22-105 states that these services must be made available to minors if married, pregnant, a parent, or the minor requests or is in need of such services. Colorado law provides that all medically acceptable contraceptive procedures, supplies and information must be readily accessible to each person regardless of sex, race, age, income, number of children, sexual orientation, disability, marital status, citizenship, or motive. C.R.S. § 25-6-102.
• C.R.S. § 25-3-110 requires facilities providing emergency care to sexual assault survivors to provide information regarding emergency contraception. Nothing in the statute limits that requirement based on the age of the victim.
• With the exception of the above statute, nothing in Colorado law treats emergency contraception differently than other types of contraception and the inclusion of the word “all” in C.R.S. § 25-6-102 undoubtedly means that emergency contraception is included.
• Sterilization is NOT a procedure to which unmarried minors may consent. Parental consent is required. C.R.S. § 13-22-103, C.R.S. § 25-6-102.

Abortion Services and Judicial Bypass C.R.S. §12-37.5-104

Abortion Services

• Under Colorado’s Parental Notification Act, the health care provider is required to notify the parent or guardian of a minor seeking an abortion 48 hours before the minor can have the procedure performed.
• If the minor’s parents do not live together, the minor may request that only one of her parents be notified.
• If the minor is living with a relative who is not her parent, the written notice must be provided either to the relative or the parent.
• No notice is required if:
» The minor is the victim of child abuse or neglect by the person entitled to notice.
» A medical emergency exists that precludes notice.
» A court order is issued pursuant to a judicial bypass proceeding.

**Judicial Bypass C.R.S. § 12-37.5-107**

» A minor may seek the permission of the court to obtain an abortion without parental notification.

» The minor must file a Petition for Waiver of Parental Notification Requirements (JDF 11). Forms and instructions are available at: http://www.courts.state.co.us/Forms/Forms_List.cfm?Form_Type_ID=155.

» The Court may appoint a guardian ad litem and an attorney.

» In order to obtain a judicial bypass, the court must find that the minor is either:
  ✧ Mature enough to decide whether to have an abortion, or
  ✧ Giving notice will not be in the minor’s best interest.

» No filing fees are required for this process. A judge will talk to the minor to essentially determine if she is mature enough to make the decision on her own or if it is in her best interest to notify the parent or guardian.

» An appeals process is available if the petition is denied.

- Planned Parenthood of the Rocky Mountains (covering all of Colorado) has a hotline to provide assistance to teens seeking information about abortion and judicial bypass. The number is (866) 277-2771. This call is free and private, although hotline operators are mandatory reporters, so the call may not be confidential.

**Drug/Alcohol Abuse Treatment C.R.S. § 13-22-102**

- Minors may consent to examination and treatment for substance abuse without notification of a parent or guardian.

**Access to Shelter Services for Homeless Youth C.R.S. § 26-5.7-102, C.R.S § 26-5.7-105**

The Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention reports an estimated 1,682,900 homeless and runaway youth in the United States. The majority of homeless youth are between the ages of 15 and 17 and this population is equally divided between gender (Molino, 2007). Many teens become homeless in an effort to flee sexual abuse, physical abuse, and/or domestic violence in the home. However, being on the streets then creates an even higher risk of sexual victimization. Research estimates that 30% of shelter youth and 70% of street youth are victims of commercial sexual exploitation (Tyler et al, 2000).

- The National Resource Center on Domestic Violence (NRCDV) has compiled federal definitions of runaway and homeless youth. Those federal statutory definitions can be accessed here: http://www.nrcdv.org/rhydvtokit/each-field/homeless-youth/define.html.
Colorado law defines a “homeless youth” as a person who:
» Is at least 11 but less than 21;
» Lacks a fixed, regular, and adequate nighttime residence; or
» Has a primary nighttime residence that is:
  ◊ A supervised, publicly or privately operated shelter designed to provide temporary living accommodations; or
  ◊ A public or private place not designed for, nor ordinarily used as a regular sleeping accommodation for human beings.
» “Homeless Youth” does not include any individual lawfully imprisoned or otherwise detained, such as a person in youth corrections or juvenile detention.

While homeless youth may access shelter facilities, there are limitations on the amount of time a youth may remain at the facility without parental consent.
» Such shelters may only provide residential services for up to 21 days from the time of intake without parental consent.
» Shelter programs must attempt to reconcile the family.
  ◊ If reconciliation is not achieved within 48 hours, and it is not likely that reconciliation will be achieved within the 21-day period, the facility or shelter must provide the youth and the youth’s parents with information regarding the availability of counseling services, the availability of longer term residential arrangements, and the possibility of referral to the county department of social services.
  ◊ If the youth and the youth’s parents cannot agree on an initial voluntary alternative residence within 21 days after admission, a referral to Department of Social Services may be made. C.R.S. § 12-5.7-108
» If a youth under the age of 15 is admitted to a shelter facility, the facility must notify the county Department of Social Services within 72 hours of the youth’s admission.
» If a youth returns to a facility after previously residing there, a referral must be made to the Department of Social Services if they are at least 11 years old, but less than 15 years old.

Victim Rights Act C.R.S. § 24-4.1-102
• The Colorado Crime Victim Rights Act (VRA) applies equally to minors and adults who are victims of crimes covered by the VRA.
• Under the VRA, a child is anyone under the age of 18 who is unmarried.
• Minors who are victims of crime, however, must rely on parents, guardians, or a legal representative (such as an attorney) to serve as their lawful representatives with regard to their victims’ rights and notifications required under the law.
• Changes enacted by HB 1053 in the 2012 legislative session enable a victim who is a minor to request to become the primary point of contact for notification regarding her/his case when s/he becomes 18 years of age. However, the original parent/guardian who was designated as point of contact will also continue to be notified unless the victim requests otherwise.
• Parents, guardians and other family members may also be considered victims under the VRA, depending on the circumstances of the crime.
Access to U Visas for Youth Victims of Crime 8 C.F.R. § 214.14

A U Visa (U-1 nonimmigrant status) is a federal government granted immigration status that is reserved for undocumented victims of crime. U Visas are available for victims of rape, torture, trafficking, incest, domestic violence, sexual assault, abusive sexual contact, prostitution, female genital mutilation, being held hostage, peonage, involuntary servitude, slave trade, kidnapping, abduction, unlawful criminal restraint, false imprisonment, blackmail, extortion, manslaughter, murder, felonious assault, witness tampering, obstruction of justice, perjury, or attempt, conspiracy or solicitation of any of these crimes. Also included are “any similar activity,” which includes criminal offenses, the nature and elements of which are substantially similar to the listed crimes. This allows for variation from state to state with regard to the names and description of these crimes.

• An undocumented crime victim is eligible for U status if she or he demonstrates the following:
  » s/he has suffered substantial physical or mental abuse as a result of the crime.
  » s/he has credible and reliable information establishing knowledge of the details of the crime, including specific facts allowing officials to determine that the victim will be able to assist in the investigation and/or prosecution of the perpetrator. If the victim is under the age of 16, the parent(s) must be able to provide this information and assistance.
  » s/he has been or is being helpful in the investigation and prosecution and has not refused or failed to provide information and assistance. If the victim is under the age of 16, this applies to the parent(s).
  » The criminal activity occurred in the U.S.

• Eligibility is determined based on the age of the victim at the time the crime.

• A U Visa may be available to a minor one of three ways:
  » If the minor is the victim and is under the age of 16, a petition must be filed by the minor’s “next friend”—usually a parent or guardian. This is similar to the requirements to obtain a protection order.
  » If the minor is the victim and is under 21 (this includes those who are under 16 and require a “next friend” for filing), the minor’s qualifying family members may obtain U Visa status as well. This includes the spouse, children, parents, or unmarried siblings under the age of 18 of the minor.
  » A minor between the ages of 16 and 21 may file independently.
  » If the minor’s parent is a victim, a child under the age of 21 is a qualifying family member, and may obtain U Visa status through his/her parent.

Victimization at School or by a Classmate 20 U.S.C. § 1681 et seq., 34 C.F.R. Part 106; C.R.S. § 22-33-106

A 2009 study, published in the Journal of Youth and Adolescence, surveyed 1,086 7th through 12th grade students, with a mean age of 15. Rates of peer sexual assault were high, ranging from 26% of high school boys to 51% of high school girls. School was the most common location of peer sexual victimization (Young et al, 2009).
Use the Toolkit to help fill out this worksheet as a resource guide for your staff! 
Contact CCASA if you have questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Care to be Provided</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Will the services be confidential?</th>
<th>Relevant State &amp;/or Federal statute(s) and case law</th>
<th>Professional or other ethical standards</th>
<th>Coalition &amp;/or Employer standards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sexual assault related care</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency medical care</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forensic medical examination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Release of forensic medical evidence to law enforcement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General (non-emergency) medical care</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV Testing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV Prophylaxis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STI Testing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STI Treatment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Planning / contraceptive care</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnancy related care</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Contraception</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual Assault Advocacy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Health counseling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug and Alcohol Services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sexual harassment of students, which includes acts of sexual violence, is a form of sex discrimination prohibited by Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972. The Department of Education, Office for Civil Rights has issued guidance regarding schools’ obligations to effectively intervene and prevent sexual harassment and sexual violence. An April 2011 “Dear Colleague Letter” addressing this topic by offering detailed guidance can be accessed here: http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/dear_colleague_sexual_violence.pdf.
If a student is expelled from a public school for committing a crime against another student, Colorado law (see C.R.S. § 22-33-106) expressly forbids a school from enrolling or reenrolling a student in the same school where a victim of the offense or a member of the victim’s immediate family is attending or is employed.

- The school is only required to follow this provision if the offense committed was a crime against a person, not a crime against property, such as theft.
- The statute only applies in cases where the expelled student is convicted, adjudicated a juvenile delinquent, receives a deferred judgment, or is placed in a diversion program as a result of the offense.
- If the school district has only one school, as is common in many parts of Colorado, the school shall:
  » Prohibit the student from enrolling in that school; or
  » Design a schedule for the expelled student that, to the extent possible, avoids contact with the victim or victim’s family member.

**Restorative Justice Options When the Offender is also a Juvenile C.R.S. § 19-2-925**

- Restorative justice programs are frequently offered as part of probation for youth offenders of various crimes.
- Restorative justice frequently includes victim–offender reconciliation activities and may be appropriate depending on the circumstances and the victim’s willingness to participate.
- Restorative justice cannot be ordered by the court if the juvenile was adjudicated a delinquent for:
  » Unlawful sexual behavior as defined in C.R.S. § 16-22-102(9);
  » A crime with an underlying factual basis of domestic violence as defined in C.R.S. § 18-6-800.3(1);
  » Stalking as defined in C.R.S. § 18-3-602; or
  » Violation of a protection order as defined in C.R.S. § 18-6-803.5.

**CIVIL PROTECTION ORDERS**

**What is a Civil Protection Order?**

- A Civil Protection Order allows a person (Petitioner/Protected Person) to request that another person (Respondent/Restrained Person) be legally prohibited from having contact with the Petitioner.
- Civil Protection Orders are generally limited to individuals in an intimate relationship, including dating, but are also available in other circumstances.
- Civil Protection Orders are governed by C.R.S. § 13-14-101, et seq. Detailed information regarding protection orders is available at C.R.S. § 13-14-102 or online at: [http://www.courts.state.co.us/Forms/forms_List.cfm?Form_Type_ID=24](http://www.courts.state.co.us/Forms/forms_List.cfm?Form_Type_ID=24).
Who can get one?

• Anyone who has been threatened with, or experienced, violence and there is imminent danger to that person, may seek a protection order.
• Civil Protection Orders are available to same-gender as well as opposite-gender partnerships.
• Individuals under 18 are not able to initiate court proceedings in Colorado (with the exception of Judicial Bypass) and must have a parent obtain the protection order for the minor’s benefit.
• A protection order may be obtained against (Restrained Party/Respondent) anyone over the age of 10. Each county is different as to how they handle minors as restrained parties. Some require that a parent/guardian be listed as well as a minor Respondent, others do not. Contact the local county court clerk’s office for information on that county’s policies.

How to Obtain

• Instructions and forms for filing for a Protection Order may be found at: http://www.courts.state.co.us/Forms/Forms_List.cfm?Form_Type_ID=24.

CONFIDENTIALITY

The ground-breaking study Rape in America (Kilpatrick, 1992) identified primary concerns of survivors of sexual violence, which continue to be relevant for survivors today. The study showed rape victims were at least somewhat or extremely concerned about the following:
• Her family knowing she has been sexually assaulted (71%)
• People thinking that it was her fault or that she was responsible (69%)
• People outside her family knowing she had been sexually assaulted (68%)
• Her name being made public by the news media (50%)

Given these concerns, providing and protecting confidential rape crisis services is paramount in the work of advocates. However, there may be challenges in maintaining confidentiality for teens when they seek services.

A Victim’s Advocate of a community-based program (sexual assault crisis center or domestic violence shelter) is entitled to privileged communication (C.R.S. § 13-90-107). Privileged communications are statements made by certain persons in a recognized, protected relationship, which the law protects from forced disclosure. Privileged communication applies to spoken and written communication—including notes, records, and reports. However, privilege does not “trump” mandatory reporting requirements outlined in C.R.S. § 19-3-304. In cases involving a minor, it is not uncommon for a teen to want to have a parent/guardian/friend present when speaking with a Victim Advocate. It is a best practice for the Advocate to explain that having a third person in the room could potentially impact privacy. However, the Advocate can acknowledge that needing support is different than forgoing privileged communications. It is important for the third party in the room to understand that the conversation involves private information. There is Colorado case law which protects privileged conversations of minors when there is a third party in the room. For more information, please contact the Rocky Mountain Victim Law Center (www.rmvictimlaw.org).
Confidentiality of Records

It is important to note that a minor’s ability to consent for services is not an indication that those records are confidential and cannot be released to the minor’s parents. The confidentiality of records varies depending on the type of treatment provided.

If the minor is covered as a dependent under a parent’s health insurance plan, the parent will likely become aware of any services the minor obtains that are covered by insurance. Although medical records may not be released, most insurance companies send an Explanation of Benefits to the policyholder stating who received services, the name of the provider, the dates of service, and the type of service provided. Minors should be cautioned regarding this reality if they wish to avoid having this information disclosed to parents. For more information about this issue, see: http://www.guttmacher.org/pubs/gpr/12/4/gpr120412.html.

Medical Care C.R.S. § 25-1-801, 802

» Because minors cannot consent, any records regarding regular medical or emergency medical treatment may be released to the patient or even potentially to the minor’s parents or guardians with or without a specific request.

STI Care/Treatment C.R.S. § 25-1-801(1)(d), 802(2)

» Providers may not release information regarding STI care or treatment to a minor’s parents or guardians without the minor’s permission. Records may only be released to the minor or the minor’s legal representative at the minor’s request.

HIV Care/Treatment C.R.S. § 25-4-1405(6)

» Information about consultation, examination, or treatment provided to a minor for HIV is confidential and may not be disclosed without the consent of the minor except for purposes of public health reporting or child abuse reporting as required by law.

» If the minor is under 16 and not emancipated, the physician or facility may, but is not required to, inform the parents or guardian of any consultation, examination, or treatment of HIV infection provided to the minor.

» The physician or health care provider must counsel the minor regarding the benefits of informing the minor’s parents or guardian of the minor’s health situation.

AGENCIES RECEIVING TITLE X FUNDING 42 C.F.R. § 59.11

Title X funds are federal dollars that fund family planning and related reproductive health services. These services include those provided by Planned Parenthood and community health clinics. Because Title X is a federal program, it is governed by federal regulations rather than state statutes. Confidentiality Provisions

• Every project receiving Title X funding must assure client confidentiality and provide safeguards for individuals against the invasion of personal privacy, as required by the federal Privacy Act.

» No information obtained by the project staff about individuals receiving services may be disclosed without the individual’s written consent, except as required by law or as necessary to provide services to the individual, with appropriate safeguards for confidentiality.
Information may otherwise be disclosed only in summary, statistical, or other form that does not identify the individual.

- Title X projects may not require written consent of parents or guardians for the provision of services to minors. Nor can the project notify parents or guardians before or after a minor has requested and received Title X family planning services.
- Providers can only share information without client authorization if an exception in state or federal law specifically permits such sharing.
  - If a minor presents with an abuse or neglect situation that would otherwise require reporting to child welfare or law enforcement, Title X programs must also report, as this is a state law requirement.
  - If a minor presents at a family planning clinic seeking birth control or STI information and in the process discloses that her boyfriend is ten years older than she, the provider will be required to report.

**Mental Health Services C.R.S. § 27-65-103**

- Although minors may consent for mental health services at age 15, that does not mean that the minor’s parents or guardians cannot access treatment records, with or without the minor’s consent.

**Substance Abuse Treatment C.R.S. § 13-22-102**

- Providers are not required to disclose information regarding drug or alcohol treatment without the minor’s consent.

Releases to Third Parties (including parents)

As detailed above, the law varies regarding when the release of information requires the consent of the minor and when parents/guardians may access that information even without the minor’s consent. The type of treatment provided dictates what will apply in a given situation.

**Release of Forensic Evidence to Law Enforcement**

- C.R.S. § 18-3-407.5(3), permitting victims to obtain forensic exams while declining to report to law enforcement, when read together with C.R.S. § 13-22-106, allowing minors to obtain sexual assault services, can be interpreted to mean that minor victims have the right to refuse to cooperate with law enforcement.
- However, once a sexual assault on a minor is reported to a medical provider, a mandatory report will be made to law enforcement.
- Presumably, the minor may still decline to provide forensic evidence to law enforcement regardless of a mandatory report. However, because the statute requires that parents be contacted and permits the parents to object to treatment, it is unclear whether the minor’s parents may consent to the release to law enforcement over the minor’s objection.

**TEEN DATING VIOLENCE**

Young women ages 16 to 24 endure more incidents of intimate partner violence than any other age group (US Department of Justice, 2001). Sexual abuse may also occur within the context of a dating relationship. Break the Cycle, an organization working to empower youth to end domestic violence,
defines sexual abuse as any action that impacts a person’s ability to control their sexual activity or the circumstances in which sexual activity occurs, including rape, coercion or restricting access to birth control (www.breakthecycle.org).

- Teen Dating Violence can create a "Catch-22" for minors and mandatory reporters. If a minor reports abuse by another minor, including physical and sexual abuse occurring in the context of a relationship, a mandatory reporter remains obligated to report. This obviously creates difficulty for minors who seek help but do not want law enforcement involved.
- Agencies should develop their own policies, within the confines of the law, regarding how these situations will be handled and how those seeking services will be notified of mandatory reporting obligations.
- The Colorado Department of Human Services has issued a Position Paper on this subject that states that incidents of teen dating violence should not be reported to child welfare agencies, as they do not have jurisdiction over acts by third parties. Reports should only be made to child welfare if the focus is on the child’s parents/guardians. Because teen dating violence is by definition committed by someone other than a family member, a mandatory reporter must contact law enforcement, not child welfare. For a copy of this position paper, please contact CCASA.

**UNIQUE CONCERNS FOR LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL, TRANSGENDER, QUEER, QUESTIONING AND INTERSEX (LGBTQQI) YOUTH**

LGBTQQI youth can be at greater risk of sexual violence than their peers. Youth who are identified by their peers, and even adults, as “different,” based on actual or perceived gender identity or sexual orientation, are often targeted by those who seek to “punish,” “fix,” or even kill them.

Sadly, LGBTQQI youth are frequently kicked out of their homes or run away from unsupportive and/or abusive family situations. These youth find themselves homeless, living on the streets, in shelters, or in the homes of others. This adds to their vulnerability and, in some cases, can lead to entry into sex work, either by choice or force, further increasing the individual’s risk for sexual and physical violence.

**Access to Protection Orders**

LGBTQQI youth are no more or less likely to find themselves in dating violence situations than other youth. However, their willingness to seek the protection of the court or access legal services may be impacted by a fear of being “outed,” humiliated, or even physically harmed. Advocates can help by letting these teens know that the court system is available to help and that Colorado’s protection order system is (generally) LGBTQQI friendly.
• The only limitation on obtaining a protection order in Colorado is an intimate relationship (which does not have to include sex).
• The gender of the two people involved does not matter in the eyes of the law. Same gender partners and former partners may obtain protection orders just as opposite gender partners and former partners may.
• Not all judges in protection order courts are well-versed in the world of LGBTQQI couples and accessing this system in some communities may present unique problems. Be prepared to explain more about the relationship and surrounding circumstances than might be required of an opposite gender couple. Most judges are open to being educated if they do not understand. Although same gender couples may be asked to explain more, it does not mean that they are responsible for educating judges or disclosing intimate details asked out of curiosity and not necessity to the case.

Transgender Identity and the Legal System
• Making the legal transition from one gender to the other is a big step, usually accomplished through a name change, gender change on one’s driver’s license, and obtaining a new birth certificate.
• Without a legal change of gender, a person’s legal identity will remain whatever her/his legal documents indicate, making it important to consider the legal as well as physical and emotional steps to transition.
• While no one at the courthouse is likely to question the name a person writes on a legal document and will not ask for identification, it is important to note that providing “false” information on legal documents is perjury. This can be particularly problematic for a trans-person who has not taken legal steps but is appearing in court, perhaps as the Respondent or Petitioner on a Protection Order.
• The lack of legal name and/or gender change can easily be used to further harass or intimidate by using the person’s former name or gender.
• Advocates can help transgender clients by providing information about the legal name and gender change processes. However, like any other legal matter, minors will need their parents’ involvement or will need to request that the court find they are emancipated in order to access the legal system for these purposes.
• General information on these topics and links to other resources may be found at: http://www.gicofcolo.org/resources/instructions-to-change-name-dl-birth-certificate-and-passport.aspx.
COLORADO RESOURCES FOR TEENS

Many of Colorado’s rape crisis centers offer services specifically tailored for teens. Programming typically has a focus on both the prevention and intervention of sexual violence. This section includes basic information about some of the resources available in our state. The program descriptions included in this toolkit provide only a “snapshot” of some of the current services being offered to teens in Colorado. For a more comprehensive list of Colorado’s victim service providers, please contact CCASA.

BRIGHT FUTURE FOUNDATION, VAIL, CO

www.brightfuturefoundation-ec.org

Bright Future Foundation’s Youth Advocacy Division strives to empower Eagle County youth through education, advocacy, mentorship, as well as academic and community collaboration. Youth programs focus on 1) preventing the perpetration and victimization of interpersonal violence, 2) reducing risk factors associated with perpetration and victimization, 3) increasing protective factors, and 4) developing healthy relationships.

Initially, their Youth Advocacy Division solely provided mentorship opportunities for at-risk youth through the Buddy Mentor program. As time went on, the program was expanded to include advocacy and support services for children who witness domestic violence. They quickly recognized that it was not enough and that youth throughout their community are in need of and would greatly benefit from their youth-based services.

To broaden the scope of youth prevention efforts, Bright Future Foundation formed a strong, collaborative relationship with the Eagle County School District and developed several school-based violence prevention and socio-emotional programs for youth. All programs are led by a master’s-level clinician, are evidence-based, and follow a best-practice model. The School-Based Prevention Programs focus on providing early preventative education concentrating on various topics associated with violence and youth. Services target all Eagle County youth in an attempt in increase awareness and enhance resiliency. Thus, this initiative not only addresses current problematic behaviors, but may serve to decrease the likelihood of these behaviors in the future. During the 2010/2011 academic year, Bright Future conducted 11 on-going school-based groups in 8 Eagle County schools. Over 1,000 Eagle County youth benefited from this crucial programming. In addition, Bright Future provides a variety of counseling and psychological services for youth impacted by violence including individual, family, and group therapy.
MOVING TO END SEXUAL ASSAULT (MESA), BOULDER, CO

www.movingtoendsexualassault.org

Moving to End Sexual Assault (MESA) offers a support group for teen (13–17 years old) females. While they have offered this group since the fall of 2010, they have received very little response for group participation and therefore have not actually facilitated this group. Their services currently include: individual counseling at Frederick High school for survivors, through MESA’s clinical interns. However, their experience is that most teens access services through the hotline and choose to utilize the hotline as their main source of support. MESA also offers Prevention Education Programming through the Peers Building Justice Program. The youth in the program serve as advisors for the development of prevention education programming and also plan awareness raising activities in the community. Additionally, the Peer Educators provide the prevention education programming to their peers in Boulder and Broomfield counties.

RAPE ASSISTANCE AND AWARENESS PROGRAM (RAAP), DENVER, CO

www.raap.org

RAAP offers a 24-Week Teen Sexual Abuse Survivor’s Group. Their goal is for the group to provide a safe place where teens who are survivors of sexual abuse may share the effects of their abuse, receive support, understanding and help in the process of integrating their experiences into their lives. RAAP believes that a group can help reduce the isolation, guilt, shame, and anger often connected to sexual abuse and help survivors to “map” the territory of their healing process. They note that group members do not generally “resolve” a sexual assault in 24 weeks. It is a long process and often a process that involves feelings like one is riding a roller coaster of mood swings. Sometimes members feel as if they are really getting somewhere and then may feel worse again. Members are encouraged to use each other as support as well as other support systems. Prior to entrance, participants are given a Statement of Confidentiality Form to inform them about confidentiality restrictions and mandatory reporting obligations. The Teen Group includes group guidelines to help make the experience as helpful as possible. They are worded as commitments participants give to one another. They are as follows:

1. I will respect and maintain the confidential nature of the group. I will not share any information outside the group by identifying the speaker or other members. If I talk to other group members outside of the group, I will refrain from “gossiping.”

DISCUSSION SCENARIO I: A High School English Teacher asks her students to write a poem about a real-life event. A quiet and reserved student in the class turns in a poem detailing sexual assault perpetrated by her father. The teacher is shocked and doesn’t know what to do. She vaguely remembers hearing that this student lived in a foster care placement, but due to her large volume of students, she isn’t sure if she’s confusing this student with someone else.

**What are some ideas for how the teacher can respond to the situation?**
This means I will not talk about other group members, only about my own experience. Issues, conflicts or problems with other group members should be brought up in group. Should any group member contact the group facilitators outside of group regarding group issues, these issues will be processed in the group. Limits to confidentiality can be found in the Statement of Confidentiality Form.

2. I will not, under any circumstances, behave in a verbally or physically abusive manner toward anyone in the group. This includes refraining from using swear words or name-calling in group.

3. I commit to attending every group session. If I need to miss a group because of an emergency, I will call prior to group.

4. I will do my best to arrive on time to group.

5. I will not come to group under the influence of drugs or alcohol (except drugs prescribed to me, aspirin, etc.).

6. I will do my best to complete homework assignments, knowing that much of the “work” of the group is done between group sessions.

7. Should I choose to leave the group for any reason I will call one of the facilitators to process the decision and I will formally terminate with the other group members.

8. I will give my full attention to you, listening as carefully as I can and staying as present as I can.

9. I will shut my cell phone off before group begins. I will not text, email or talk on the phone during group.

10. I will not listen to my iPod during group.

11. I will listen to you without judging.

12. I will not interrupt you.

13. I will not have side conversations while you are speaking or acting other distracting ways.

14. I will be truthful and caring with you and with myself.

DISCUSSION SCENARIO II: A hotline volunteer at a rape crisis center receives a call from a high school student. The student sounds both angry and scared. She says that she would like someone to come to her school and talk to the students and teachers because so many of her friends have been sexually assaulted and she’s tired of it.

What are some ideas for how the hotline advocate can respond in this situation?
15. I will not give you advice and do not want you to give me advice.

16. I will try to stay with the topic at hand.

17. Most of all, I will share responsibility for making the group work.

The Group also shares five Group Commitments. They are listed below:

1. The time committed to this group is for 1.5 hours every week for 24 weeks, plus “homework” time.

2. All clients are strongly encouraged to complete a women’s Self-Empowerment Training course as part of the group.

3. Clients are expected to complete “homework” assignments.

4. Group members should plan on keeping a journal throughout the group. The journal may include any reactions, thoughts, poetry, artwork, etc., as well as specific homework assignments.

5. Group members are expected to adhere to group commitments and group rules. Should a group member be unable to adhere to group rules, facilitators reserve the right to ask members to leave group or require that they seek individual treatment in conjunction with the group.

DISCUSSION SCENARIO III: A high school soccer team has both a Head Coach and an Assistant Coach. The Head Coach is a Science teacher who has been at the school for many years, and the Assistant Coach is a student from a nearby University. The Assistant Coach notices the Head Coach often takes a particular soccer player home from practice. He then notices that the Head Coach has given this particular student a new watch and is often rubbing the player’s shoulders before games. The Assistant Coach wants to say something to the Principal about the gift, the back rubs, and the rides home, but he’s afraid that he could be making ridiculous assumptions and thus unfairly tarnishing the Coach’s reputation.

What are some ideas for how the Assistant Coach could respond in this situation?

SAVA CENTER, FORT COLLINS AND GREELEY, COLORADO

www.savacenter.org

With offices in both Fort Collins and Greeley, the Sexual Assault Victim Advocate (SAVA) Center works in the Northern Colorado region to provide a 24-Hour Rape Crisis Hotline, as well as numerous therapy options for individuals affected by sexual violence. Their Prevention program for youth is a key component of their services.
Super Girls & Super Boys Empowerment Running Programs (Elementary School)

Super Girls began in 2007 & Super Boys was piloted in 2011 providing youth with developmentally appropriate and gender-based sessions focused on supporting self-esteem, healthy relationships and social action while also training to complete a 5K (3.1 mile) running event. Each participant is partnered with an adult volunteer mentor who provides support throughout the program with weekly letters, participation in group sessions, and running the 5K race together. Super Girls & Super Boys meet in the summer for 3 sessions each week for 2 months.

Girls & Guys Speak Up! Groups (Middle School)

Speak Up! groups for young women and men interested in focusing on personal identity, relationships and reducing sexual violence began in the 2007-2008 school year. Sessions incorporate discussions, art projects, writing, media and experiential activities. All 8th graders of participating schools observe a short presentation about reducing gender violence and the Speak Up! program. Students voluntarily select to join the group with parent permission and participate weekly sessions for the duration of the school year.

ACTivism Theatre Program Presenting Until Someone Wakes Up (Middle School—Adult)

Beginning in 2000, SAVA's ACTivism Theatre has continued to perform the play Until Someone Wakes Up for students, parents, professionals, and community members. Written in 1992 by Carolyn Levy & students at Macalester College, all scenes are based from interviews and are regularly updated by SAVA. Using drama and satire, the all volunteer cast explores the complex issues surrounding sexual violence, gender role socialization and healing. The youth ensemble is mentored by adult cast members as they participate in ongoing training as social-activist leaders, develop new material, and conduct community workshops.

Sexual Assault Resource Team (SART) Peer Education (Middle-High School)

The SART Peers Program, founded in 1999, uses peer education to effectively include mentoring and role modeling of social-activism to prevent and educate regarding gender and sexual violence. High School Peer Educators participate in extensive training to facilitate presentations to high schools and middle schools throughout the year. Peer Educators are supported by trained Adult Mentors at each presentation. Beyond presentations, Peer Educators continue to be seen as role-models and advocates against sexual violence within their school communities.

DISCUSSION SCENARIO IV: An advocate is contacted by the hospital regarding a 16-year-old rape victim requesting medical services. The advocate responds and meets with the victim. The victim states that the perpetrator was a 21-year-old guy in her neighborhood who often buys beer for her and her friends. She doesn’t want her parents to know that she was drinking alcohol with him prior to the assault. A police officer then arrives to interview the victim and she tells him that the perpetrator was a stranger. After the interview, the police officer asks the advocate if she has any additional information for the case.

What are ideas for how the advocate could respond in this situation?
In 2010, SASO had 256 contacts on their hotline, including 146 primary victims. Of the 146 primary victims, 32% of those served were under the age of 18. SASO travels throughout Durango, Bayfield, Ignacio, and Silverton to educate elementary, middle and high school students about sexual violence. In 2010, SASO provided prevention programs to 365 elementary school students, 405 middle school students, and 410 high school students. SASO believes that youth bear a greater burden as victims of sexual violence, because young people live in a society where sexual violence is accepted and used to keep current societal hierarchies based on gender, age, race, ethnicity, socioeconomic status, sexual orientation, and ableness of body and mind in place. Their prevention programs name oppression as a root cause of sexual violence, and thus incorporate strategies to challenge all manifestations of oppression.
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